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Louis Booker and Charlie Carbone are close friends with an association with the mob. After the duo
botch a delivery of stolen TVs, the duo are given a second chance by mob leader Sal Maggio, who
happens to be Charlie's stepfather. The duo are to deliver $50,000 to a contact in Australia. As
simple as the job sounds, complications emerge when a kangaroo steals the money. Now Charlie and
Louis must find the kangaroo and get the money back before they find themselves in a worse
predicament. This is the story of two best friends Charlie Carbone, a hair stylist in New York and
Louis Booker, a down-on-the-luck musician, who both are involved with the local mob family led by
Salvatore 'Sal' Maggio. After their first job attempt at delivering stolen televisions to a local
warehouse was backfired by brining the heat (the NYPD), Sal, completely upset, gives Charlie and
Louis one more chance at redemption. His younger employee, Frankie Lombardo, gives the guys the
most important assignment: to fly to Australia and deliver the mob's $50,000 to a Mr. Smith in the
exact time. And so begins a cross-content trek of mishaps including: ramming a kangaroo down on
the road, flying in a bush airplane and tranquilizing the pilot, walking in the burning desert, and
eventually teaming up with a wildlife expert named Jessie to chase down the kangaroo who has the
the $50,000 mob money. Can Charlie, Louis, and Jessie survive the heat, get the money, and save
the day without getting killed by the mob? This movie was targeted for kids, but I will be honest and
if I had taken kids to see this movie, I would have taken them out of the theater. It is ridiculous how
everyone tries to capitalize on sex in the media today. What is our society coming to when a
children's movie has to be filled with sexual references? What need is there for a hot girl in a wet
white shirt in a scene that would excite any young teenager? Also the movie trailers made the movie
seem like it focused mainly on the kangaroo, while the kangaroo was hardly in the movie at all. I will
admit I found parts of the movie funny. I would only recommend this movie to college students who
want a good laugh. Most people have been voting this movie a 1 because it is not their type of
movie. I am voting this movie a 1 because it is a children's movie that is not suited for children to
watch. My 8-year-old son had this to say: 'I don't like those 'trash-talk' reviews! It's my favorite
movie now. Kangaroo Jack looked so cool with that red jacket of Louis Booker. And my favorite scene
was when they were riding on the camels and the camels were farting like every two seconds!
Another funny scene is when Kangaroo Jack kicks Charlie in the chest and hops away with all the
money. I liked the cool music too. In the DVD extras you can learn Jacky's dance grooves. I got movie
pictures from the Internet all over my room. All my friends liked the movie and they even watched it
in German! I give it 10 stars.' A dumb, by-the-numbers children's movie. a5c7b9f00b 
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